
MOBILE 
CLOWNS

AVAILABLE CHARACTERS : The flirt, the 
short-sighted, the grumbler, the dwarf, the 
silly, the quick-tempered, the lunatic, the 
fine talker, the bad loser, the moody…

INTRODUCTION : This merry parade 
gathers clowns who came to race with 

extraordinary vehicles! As the mad 
team of “Wacky Races”, they 
drive like mad, overtake, and try 
to trap each other… Both in-
teractive and close to people, 
they race in the crowd.

Audience :� Family audience.

Privileged events :� Fairs, Carnivals, 
Christmas market, the crowd...

Scenic space :� Ambulatory and 
short fixed shows of 5 to 10 minutes 
(accidents, incidents). Possible final 
show at the end of the parade (the 
big final race).

Techniques :�  Mobile artists and the 
clown car.

Number of artists :�   From 5 to 10.

Preparation time :� 1h30.

Duration of the show :� 2h. 

Technical needs :� Flat ground if 
electric vehicle (the speaker’s car) / 
any ground, inside or outside...

Accessories :� Two meters high 
trick-cycle, giant scooter, clown 
bike, double-saddled bike, various 
height and shapes bikes, chair de-
signed bike, mini bike, tricycle, mini 

tricycle...

Traps: fake studded bar, smoke 
bombs, firecrackers, elastic, card-
board or paper barriers, confetti 
guns, water guns, banana skin...

Pyrotechny :� No (small firecrackers 
and smoke...).

Sound :� Yes. Two solutions : por-
table sound system or aboard our 
electric vehicle.

Dressing rooms :� Heated, with 
tables, chairs and bathroom nearby 
the starting point of the stroll ing.

Complete hot meal :� For all artistic 
and technical members of the team 
from the day of arrival to the depar-
ture day.

Accomodation :� If necessary, hotel 
2* minimum, breakfast included.

Travelling expenses :� 0,58 € plus 
VAT/km from the main residence of 
the company.
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